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The system u1t&2u1=u1u2&bu1 , u2t&2u2=au1 in 0_(0, T ), where 0/Rn is
a smooth bounded domain, with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions u1=
u2=0 on 0_(0, T ) and initial conditions u1(x, 0), u2(x, 0), is studied. First, it is
proved that there is at least one positive stationary solution if 2n<6. Second, it
is proved that every positive stationary solution is a thereshold when 0 is a ball.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The object of this paper is to study the initial-boundary-value problem
of the reactiondiffusion system
{
u1t&2u1=u1u2&bu1 , x # 0, t>0,
(1.1)
u2t&2u2=au1 , x # 0, t>0,
u1=u2=0, x # 0, t>0,
u1(x, 0)=u10(x)0, u2(x, 0)=u20(x)0, x # 0 ,
where 0/Rn is a smooth bounded domain, a, b>0 are constants, u10(x),
u20(x) are continuous nonnegative functions on 0 . The purpose of this
paper is twofold:
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(i) To prove the existence of positive stationary solutions to (1.1).
(ii) To investigate the large time behaviours of solutions to (1.1) and
prove that every positive stationary solution is a threshold.
Another system, with the homogeneous second boundary condition for
u1 and third boundary condition for u2 instead of the homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions in system (1.1), as a model to describe the
neutron flux and temperature of the nuclear reactors, is studied by the
authors in [1]. The stationary problem of system (1.1) is a ‘‘super-linear’’
one, and it has neither variational structure nor ‘‘maximum principle.’’
Hence the difficulty of proving the existence of positive stationary solutions
by using the abstract fixed point theorem is how to obtain the estimate of
the maximum norm.
In Section 2, we first use the idea of paper [2] to obtain the prior
estimate of the maximum norm of the positive stationary solutions and
then to prove the existence of positive stationary solutions by using the
abstract fixed point theorem. In Section 3, we will prove that every positive
stationary solution of (1.1) is a threshold when 0 is a ball.
2. POSITIVE STATIONARY SOLUTIONS
The stationary problem of (1.1) is
&2u1=u1 u2&bu1 , x # 0,
{&2u2=au1 , x # 0, (2.1)u1=u2=0, x # 0.
We state two lemmas. The first one is an abstract fixed point theorem,
and the second one is the estimate of the weighted L p norm.
Lemma 2.1 [2]. Suppose that E is a real Banach space with the norm
& }&, K/E is a positive cone, 9 : K  K is a continuous compact mapping
satisfying 9(%)=%, where % is the zero element of E. If there are two
numbers R>r>0 and a member . # K"[%], such that
(i) u{*9(u), \* # [0, 1] and u # K, &u&=r,
(ii) u{9(u)+*., \*0 and u # K, &u&=R,
then the mapping 9 has at least one fixed point in K1 ]
[u # K | 0<r&u&R].
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Lemma 2.2 [2]. For any u # W 1, 20 (0), we have
" u$r"L p(0)C &{u&L2(0) ,
where $=$(x) is the distance from x to 0, { # [0, 1] and p=
2n[n&2(1&{)].
For using Lemma 2.1, let us define the Banach space E=C0(0 )_C0(0 )
with the norm &u&=&u1&C0+&u2&C0 and the cone K=[(
u1
u2) # E | u10,
u20], where w # C0(0 ) means that w is continuous on 0 and w=0 on 0.
For u=( u1u2) # K, let v=(
v1
v2)=9(u) be the unique nonnegative solution of
&2v1+bv1=u1u2 , x # 0,
{&2v2=au1 , x # 0,v1=v2=0, x # 0.
We see that 9: K  K is continuous compact and (2.1) has positive solu-
tion if and only if 9 has positive fixed point in K.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that either n=2, 3 or 0 is a convex domain and
2n<6, then 9 has at least one positive fixed point in K ; i.e., (2.1) has at
least one positive solution.
For proving Theorem 2.3, we should verify the conditions (i) and (ii) of
Lemma 2.1. We first verify (i).
Lemma 2.4. Set r=b2, we assert that
u{*9(u)
for any * # [0, 1] and u # K satisfying &u&=r.
Proof. If our assertion is not true, then there exists * # [0, 1] and u # K
satisfying &u&=r such that u=*9(u), i.e.,
&2u1+bu1=*u1u2 , x # 0,
{&2u2=a*u1 , x # 0 (2.2)u1 , u2 # K, &( u1u2)&=r.
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Multiplying the first equation of (2.2) by u1 and integrating the results by
parts, we obtain
|
0
|{u1| 2 dx+b |
0
u21dx=* |
0
u21u2 dx(b2) |
0
u21 dx.
Therefore u1#0. By the second equation of (2.2), we get u2#0. It is con-
trary to the assumption &u&=b2>0. This completes the proof.
Next, we shall verify condition (ii) of Lemma 2.1. Let *1 and .1 be the
first eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenfunction of the eigenvalue
problem &2=* in 0 with =0 on 0. It is well known that *1>0
and .1(x)>0 in 0. Normalizing .1(x) such that 0 .
2
1(x) dx=1. Setting
.=( .10 ) # K"[(
0
0)], we consider the equation
u=9(u)+*., u # K, *0;
that is,
{
&2u1+bu1=u1u2+(b+*1) *.1 , x # 0,
(2.3)
&2u2=au1 , x # 0,
u1=u2=0, x # 0,
u # K, *0.
Equations (2.3) are equivalent to
22u2&b2u2= &u22u2+a(b+*1) *.1 , x # 0,
{u2=2u2=0, x # 0, (2.4)u20.
Now let us prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that n=2, 3, then there exists a constant
R>r(=b2) such that for all *0 and u # K satisfying (2.3), the estimate
&u&<R
holds.
Proof. We divide the proof into several steps. Hereafter we use C for a
generic constant.
Step 1. We first make the estimate of 0 u1.1 dx, 0 u2 .1 dx,
0 u1 u2.1 dx, and *. From (2.4), it is obtained that
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*21 |
0
u2.1 dx+b*1 |
0
u2.1 dx
=&|
0
u2 .1 2u2 dx+a(b+*1)* |
0
.21 dx
=|
0
{u2 } {(u2.1) dx+a(b+*1)*
=|
0
|{u2| 2 .1 dx+|
0
u2({u2 } {.1) dx+a(b+*1)*
=|
0
|{u2| 2 .1 dx+
1
2 |0 {u
2
2 } {.1 dx+a(b+*1)*
=|
0
|{u2| 2 .1 dx&
1
2 |0 u
2
22.1 dx+a(b+*1)*
=|
0
|{u2| 2 .1 dx+
*1
2 |0 u
2
2.1 dx+a(b+*1)*

*1
2 |0 u
2
2.1 dx+a(b+*1)*.
Denote M=2(*1+b); from the above inequality, it is deduced that
(*1+b) |
0
u2 .1 dx
1
2 |0 u
2
2.1 dx+a(b+*1) **1
=
1
2 |[u22M] u
2
2.1 dx+
1
2 |[u2<2M] u
2
2.1 dx+a(b+*1) **1
M |
[u22M]
u2.1 dx+a(b+*1) **1
=M |
0
u2.1 dx&M |
[u2<2M]
u2.1 dx+a(b+*1) **1
2(b+*1) |
0
u2 .1 dx&8(b+*1)2 |
0
.1 dx+a(b+*1) **1 .
Hence
|
0
u2.1 dx8(b+*1) |
0
.1 dxC,
(2.5)
*
8(b+*1)*1
a |0 .1 dxC.
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From the second equation of (2.3), we have
*1 |
0
u2 .1 dx=a |
0
u1 .1 dx;
then using (2.5), we get
|
0
u1.1 dxC.
From the first equation of (2.3), it is obtained that
|
0
u1u2.1 dx=(b+*1) |
0
u1.1 dx&(b+*1)*
(b+*1) |
0
u1 .1 dx
C.
Step 2. We claim the estimate of &{u1&2 and &{u2&2 for n=2 or 3,
where & }&p is the L p(0) norm. First, we deal with the case n=3. It is
known that the eigenfunction .1(x) satisfies
.1(x)C$(x)
for some constant C>0, which is independent of .1(x), $(x) and the
dimension n by the strong maximum principle (see [2]), where $(x) is the
distance from x to 0. From Step 1, we have the estimate
|
0
u1$ dx, |
0
u2$ dx, |
0
u1u2$ dxC, *C. (2.6)
For % # (0, 1), from the first equation of (2.3), we have
&{u1&22+b &u1&
2
2=|
0
u21u2 dx+(b+*1)* |
0
u1.1 dx
|
0
(u1u2 $)% (u2&%1 u
1&%
2 $
&%) dx+C
\|0 u1 u2 $ dx+
%
\|0 u (2&%)(1&%)1 u2 $&%(1&%) dx+
1&%
+C
C \|0 u (2&%)(1&%)1 u2$&%(1&%) dx+
1&%
+C (using (2.6)).
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Choosing %= 12 , by Lemma 2.2 and the Sobolev embedding theorem, we
see that
&{u1&22C \|0 u31 u2$&1 dx+
12
+C
C \|0 u61 dx+
14
\|0 u22$&2+
14
+C
C &{u1&322 &{u2&
12
2 +C. (2.7)
Similarly, from the second equation of (2.3), we have
&{u2&22=a |
0
u1u2 dx
a \|0 u1 u2$ dx+
%
\|0 u1 u2$&%(1&%) dx+
1&%
C \|0 u1u2$&%(1&%) dx+
1&%
(using (2.6)).
Choosing %= 23 , one has
&{u2&22C \|0 u1u2$&2 dx+
13
C &u1$&1&132 &u2$&1&132
C &{u1&132 &{u2&
13
2 ,
thus
&{u2&2C &{u1&152 . (2.8)
Equations (2.7) and (2.8) imply
&{u1&22C &{u1&
85
2 +C.
This and (2.8) give
&{u1&2C, &{u2&2C. (2.9)
If n=2, the estimate (2.9) is similar and easy, and we omit the details.
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Step 3. Let us make the estimate of &ui& (i=1, 2) for n=2 or 3.
From (2.9), we have
&ui &w1 , 2(0)C, i=1, 2,
&ui &6C, i=1, 2.
Using the L p theory in the second equation of (2.3), we have
&u2&w2 , 6(0)C.
The Sobolev embedding theorem gives
&u2&C.
Analogously, remember the fact &u2&C, from the first equation of (2.3),
we get
&u1&C.
Choosing R>C, we know that the conclusions of Lemma 2.5 hold.
Lemma 2.6. If 0 is a bounded convex domain in Rn, then the conclusions
of Lemma 2.5 hold when n # [2, 6).
Proof. According to [7, 8], there are a positive constant $0>0, a
neighbourhood 0$0=[x # 0 | $(x)<$0] of 0, and 0x/0"0 $0 , such that
for every positive solution (u1(x), u2(x)) of problem (2.3), we have
ui (x)ui (x$), \x # 0$0 and x$ # 0x .
We see mes 0xD>0, D is independent of x # 0$0 . Using the estimate
(2.6), for any x # 0$0 , it follows that
mui (x)|
0x
ui (x$) $(x$) dx$|
0
ui (x$) $(x$) dx$C, i=1, 2,
{mu1(x) u2(x)|0x u1(x$) u2(x$) $(x$) dx$ (2.10)|
0
u1(x$) u2(x$) $(x$) dx$C,
where m=D minx$ # 0x $(x$)D$0 . The inequality (2.10) implies that
|
0$0
ui (x) dxC, i=1, 2, and |
0$0
u1(x) u2(x) dxC.
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Using (2.6), we get
|
0"0$0
ui (x) dxC, i=1, 2, and |
0"0$0
u1(x) u2(x) dxC.
Thus we have
|
0
ui (x) dxC, i=1, 2, and |
0
u1(x) u2(x) dxC.
Finally, similar to the proof of Lemma 2.5 in [1], we can get the estimates
&{u1&2C, &{u2&2C
when n # [2, 6), and then the estimates &u1& , &u2&C are valid. If we
choose R>C, then the conclusions of Lemma 2.6 hold.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Using Lemmas 2.42.6 and Lemma 2.1, we
know that Theorem 2.3 holds.
We discuss now the uniqueness of the positive solutions of (2.1).
Theorem 2.7. For any n1 and the bounded smooth domain 0, if
(u1 , u2) and (v1 , v2) are two positive solutions of (2.1) satisfying u1v1 or
u2v2 , then u1#v1 , u2#v2 ; i.e., the ordered positive solution of (2.1) is
unique.
Proof. On the contrary we suppose that u1v1 or u2v2 , it is easy to
follow that u2v2 and u2v2 . We shall consider the following eigenvalue
problems:
{&2w+(b&u2)w=#w, x # 0, (2.11)w=0, x # 0,
and
{&2w+(b&v2)w=+w, x # 0, (2.12)w=0, x # 0.
Denote the smallest eigenvalue of (2.11) and (2.12) by #0 and +0 , respec-
tively. Thanks to &u2&v2 and &u2&v2 , using the comparison prin-
ciple of the eigenvalue (see [3]) we know that
#0<+0 . (2.13)
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On the other hand, u1>0 and v1>0 satisfies
{&2u1+(b&u2)u1=0, x # 0,u2=0, x # 0,
and
{&2v1+(b&v2)v1=0, x # 0,v1=0, x # 0,
respectively. By the properties of eigenfunctions [3], it is deduced that
#0=+0=0. This is in contradiction with (2.13). Hence u1#v1 and u2#v2 .
The proof is completed.
3. THRESHOLD RESULTS
In this section, we investigate the threshold results of (1.1) and prove
that for any n1, every positive stationary solution of (1.1) is a threshold
if 0 is a ball.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that 0 is a ball and (u 1 , u 2) is a positive station-
ary solution of (1.1). We have
(i) If 0u10(x)l1u 1(x), 0u20(x)l2u 2(x) and l1 , l21, then the
solution (u1(x, t), u2(x, t)) of (1.1) exists globally. In addition, if l1<l21,
then
lim
t  +
(u1(x, t), u2(x, t))=(0, 0)
pointwise on 0 .
(ii) If u10(x)l1u 1(x), u20(x)l2u 2(x) and l1 , l2>1, then the solu-
tion of (1.1) blows up in finite time.
Proof. It is obvious that (1.1) has a unique local solution (u1(x, t),
u2(x, t)) by the upper and lower solutions method and u1(x, t)0,
u2(x, t)0.
We prove (i) first. Since (1.1) is a quasi-monotone increasing system
in u10 and u20, by the comparison principle, we know that u1(x, t)
u 1(x) and u2(x, t)u 2(x), and hence (u1(x, t), u2(x, t)) exists globally.
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If l1<l21, it is easy to verify that (l1u 1(x), l2 u 2(x)) is a strict upper
solution of (2.1). If we can prove that limt  +(u1(x, t), u2(x, t))=(0, 0)
for the case u10(x)=l1u 1(x) and u20(x)=l2u 2(x), then the conclusion of (i)
holds by the comparison principle. Since (l1u 1(x), l2u 2(x)) is a strict upper
solution of (2.1), we know that u1t0 and u2t0. Therefore the limit
lim
t  +
(u1(x, t), u2(x, t))=(u~ 1(x), u~ 2(x))
exists. We see (u~ 1(x), u~ 2(x)) is a nonnegative solution of (2.1) and satisfies
(u~ 1(x), u~ 2(x))<(l1 u 1(x), l2 u 2(x))(u 1(x), u 2(x)). By Theorem 2.7, we have
u~ 1(x)#0 and u~ 2(x)#0; (i) is proved.
Proof of (ii). Because l1 , l2>1, choosing l1*>l2*>1 such that l1*<l1
and l2*<l2 . If we can prove that the solution of (1.1), with the initial data
u10(x)=l1*u 1(x) and u20(x)=l2*u 2(x), blows up in finite time, then the
conclusion of (ii) holds by the comparison principle. Hence we may assume
that l1>l2>1 and u10(x)=l1 u 1(x), u20(x)=l2u 2(x).
Without loss of generality we may assume 0=B(1), the ball with radius
1 and centre zero. It is easy to prove that the solution (u 1(x), u 2(x)) of
(2.1) belongs to [C 2+:(0 )]2. Therefore the local solution (u1 , u2) of (1.1)
belongs to [C 4+:, 2+(:2)(0_(0, T ))]2 & [C 1, 1(0 _[0, T )]2, where T is the
maximum existence time of (u1 , u2) (see [4, 5]).
Since 0 is a ball, it is well known that the positive solution (u 1(x), u 2(x))
of (2.1) is radial symmetric and u 1r0, u 2r0. Hence the solution (u1 , u2)
of (1.1) is radial function of x and satisfies u1r0, u2r0. Moreover, it is
easy to verify that (u10(x), u20(x))=(l1u 1(x), l2u 2(x)) is a strict lower solu-
tion of (2.1) because l1>l2>1, therefore u1(x, t)u10(x), u2(x, t)u20(x)
and u1t0, u2t0.
On the contrary, we suppose that (u1(x, t), u2(x, t)) exists globally; i.e.,
the maximum existence time T= +. Due to l1>l2>1, we may choose
=>0 to be small such that
l1(1&=)>l2 , l2(1&=)>1. (3.1)
Let w=u1t&=u1u2 , v=u2t&=au1 ; we have
wt=u1tt&=u1tu2&=u1 u2t , wr=u1rt&=u1ru2&=u1u2r ,
wrr=u1rrt&=u1rru2&2=u1ru2r&=u1u2rr , vt=u2tt&=au1t ,
vr=u2rt&=au1r , vrr=u2rrt&=au1rr .
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Hence
wt&2w=wt&wrr&
n&1
r
wr
=u1tt&=u1t u2&=u1u2t&u1rrt+=u1rr u2+2=u1ru2r+=u1u2rr
&
n&1
r
u1rt+=
n&1
r
u1ru2+=
n&1
r
u1 u2r
=\u1t&u1rr&n&1r u1r+ t&=u2 \u1t&u1rr&
n&1
r
u1r+
&=u1 \u2t&u2rr&n&1r u2r++2=u1ru2r
=(u1u2&bu1)t&=u2(u1u2&bu1)&=au21+2=u1ru2r
=u1tu2+u1u2t&bu1t&=u1u22+=bu1u2&=au
2
1+2=u1ru2r
=u2(u1t&=u1u2)&b(u1t&=u1u2)+u1(u2t&=u1 u2)
+u1(u2t&=au1)+2=u1r u2r
=(u2&b) w+u1v+2=u1ru2r
(u2&b) w+u1v. (3.2)
Similarly, we have
vt&2v=vt&vrr&
n&1
r
vr
=\u2t&u2rr&n&1r u2r+ t&=a \u1t&u1rr&
n&1
r
u1r+
=au1t&=a(u1u2&bu1)
=a(u1t&=u1u2)+=abu1
aw; (3.3)
w| 0_R+=u1t| 0_R+&=u1u2| 0_R+=0, (3.4)
v| 0_R+=u2t| 0_R+&=au1| 0_R+=0, (3.5)
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since ui | 0_R+=0 implies uit | 0_R+=0, i=1, 2, where R
+=(0, +). So
w(x, 0)=u1t (x, 0)&=u10u20
=2u10+u10u20&bu10&=u10u20
= &u10 u 2+bu10+u10u20&bu10&=u10u20
= &u10 u 2+l2 u10u 2&=l2u10u 2
=u10 u 2(l2(1&=)&1)0 (using (3.1)) (3.6)
and
v(x, 0)=u2t (x, 0)&=au10=2u20+au10&=au10
= &l2au 1+al1u 1&=al1u 1=au 1(l1(1&=)&l2)
0 (using (3.1)). (3.7)
By the comparison principle of parabolic systems (see [3]), it follows from
(3.2)(3.7) that w0, v0 on 0 _R+, i.e.,
u1t=u1u2 , u2t=au1 . (3.8)
Because u 1(r), u 2(r)>0 in 0=B(1), we have u10(R), u20(R)>0 for any
0<R<1. Using the fact that u1t , u2t0 and u1r , u2r0, it is deduced that
u1(r, t)u10(R)>0, u2(r, t)u20(R)>0
for any 0rR and t>0.
By (3.8), we have
|
B(R)
u1t u1 dx= |
B(R)
u2 dx,
d
dt |B(R) u2 dx=a |B(R) u1 dx,
where B(R) is the ball with radius R and centre zero. It follows that
{
d
dt |B(R) ln u1(x, t) dx= |B(R) u2(x, t) dx,
(3.9)
|
B(R)
u2(x, t) dx|
B(R)
u20(x) dx+=a |
t
0
|
B(R)
u1(x, t) dx dt.
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Since - u1ln u1 for u1>0, we have from (3.9) that
|
B(R)
- u1(x, t) dx|
B(R)
ln u10(x) dx+= |
t
0
|
B(R)
u2(x, t) dx dt
|
B(R)
ln u10(x) dx+=t |
B(R)
u20(x) dx
+=2a |
t
0
|
s
0
|
B(R)
u1(x, %) dx d% ds. (3.10)
Let g(t)=B(R) - u1(x, t) dx, then
g2(t)=(B(R) - u1(x, t) dx)2|B(R)| B(R) u1(x, t) dx,
{(s0 g(%) d%)2s s0 g2(%) d%, (3.11)(t0 s0 g(%) d% ds)2(t0 s ds)(s0 g(%) d%)2 ds).
Because B(R) u20(x) dx>0, we choose T1>0 such that B(R) ln u10(x) dx+
=t B(R) u20(x) dx>0 for all tT1 . Using (3.10) and (3.11), we have
g(t)>=2a |
t
0
|
s
0
|
B(R)
u1(x, %) dx d% ds

=2a
|B(R)| |
t
0
|
s
0
g2(%) d% ds

2=2a
|B(R)|
t&2 \|
t
0
|
s
0
g(%) d% ds+
2
, tT1 .
Set h(t)=t0 
s
0 g(%) d% ds, then we have
{h"(t)Ct
&2h2(t), tT1 ,
(3.12)
h(T1)>0, h$(T1)>0.
It is easy to deduce from (3.12) that there exists T0>T1 such that
limt  T0 h(t)= +. This is in contradiction with the assumption that
(u1(x, t), u2(x, t)) exists globally. Theorem 3.1 is proved.
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